
STEERING GROUP TELECONFERENCE – 1ST JULY 2020 - MINUTES 
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I. Update on follow up actions form last SG teleconference 

I. Admin & Coordo

II. Data Collection

III. Data Analysis

IV. Advocacy & Communications

II. A.O.B

AGENDA



PRESENCE
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Were present on the call

▪ British Red Cross- (Sophia Novelli) 

▪ Plan International (Anna Tupling and Naveed Ishaq)

▪ Welthungerhilfe (Sofia Minetto, David Jakob, Florent Chane)

▪ IOM (Takuya Ono)

▪ Penn State University (Jason Acimovic)

▪ Save the Children (Sue Hodgson) 

▪ UNHRD (Georgia Farley)

- Were Excused

▪ Action Contre la Faim (Guillaume 

Mathieu)

▪ IFRC (Nikola Jovanovic)

▪ OFDA (Gurmeet Philora)



Membership & Admin matters
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- The PM confirmed that ToRs had been updated now integrating the question of nomination and application for new SG 

memberships.

- An update was provided about the funding situation on the agreed NCE as well as the OFDA phase 3 proposals. It is expected that 

we have a reply from OFDA by mid-July

- The addition of an exit strategy in the logframe will be done as soon as we have funding visibility as the direction taken will be 

different if ESUPS has another 2 years ahead or only 6 months

Follow Up actions

1. Add an Exit Strategy section in the ESUPS logframe (from last minutes)

2. Continue exploring options to identify a partner as a potential hand over option for the STOCKHOLM.

3. Finalise list of donors + contacts with Stocks in countries
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- The PM explained that all funds allocated towards the platform development had been spent accordingly to the plan already, and 

that without additional funding, besides preparing all that can be, not much more was currently feasible. This preparation work is 

being done and includes ensuring that all further development requirements are cleared and clearly expressed.

- He also explained that a follow up was in process to re-engage with Philippines and the Red Cross as one of the main player missing

last time.

- Finally, a document was circulated to propose a way to facilitate and streamline stocks data collection. This document requires 

feedback from members.

Follow Up actions

1. Continue preparation to trigger phase 2 development for once/if we get confirmation of further funding

2. Continue re-engagement with Philippines. Following on this meeting, the PM was put in contact with the WFP Preparedness 

focal point and a teleconference with DSWD, the Philippines, red Cross, IFRC, WFP and Help logistics is being organised for the 

15th July.

3. Feedback expected on the proposed process to be compiled

Data Collection Platform - STOCKHOLM
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- The final recommendation document for Nepal is being finalised. It includes 2 documents:

1. A narrative giving an overview at national level, as well as a summary per cluster and per item

2. An Excel document being the tool to change variables and take ownership of the data. While this doc is still Excel based for

now it is planned to be integrated into the STOCKHOLM platform as part of phase 2 development. That specific phase may 

require a contract with specialised coders.

3. While the EM-DAT database for Colombia was complete, further work is needed to trigger a similar process in Indonesia.

4. Tilburg University has finalised the definition of their research paper to look at integrating Replenishment and Absorption as

new variables. As requested, the paper is shared here.

5. A question was asked about providing training for people to read and understand the recommendations, as well as to ensure 

they are comfortable with the tool functionalities. While this process is normally done through the second in country visit, 

along the training on STOCKHOLM, the PM will ensure partners in Nepal have all the answers needed through a webinar if 

required.

Follow Up actions

1. Finalise and share Nepal recommendations including bot a narrative per cluster and per items, along with the Excel tool

2. Finalise Em-Dat data cleaning for Indonesia to be ready to engage the process of Data collection and analysis

3. Collect feedback on Tilburg paper: deadline for feedback is Monday 13th July COB

4. Follow up with Nepal if they need a webinar to clarify some points in the recommendation documents

Data Analysis
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Communications

Follow Up actions

1. Get feedback on the proposed Twitter Strategy to be ready to move forward should we get positive answer on funding phase 3.
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NEXT MEETING

- Next teleconference: Agreed date 2nd September 2020 - 15h00 ECT. TEAMS Invitation with agenda to follow


